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This is book 12 in the Sweet Cove Cozy Mystery series from USA TODAY Bestselling Author J A Whiting.
When the Roseland sisters, Mr. Finch, and the two family cats are sitting on the Victorian's front porch
enjoying the late summer weather, some of them smell a strange scent on the air. A burning car near the state
park signals a new crime that will draw the group into investigating a double murder. Suspects pile up and
lies and deception swirl around the family as they attempt to sort through motives, whereabouts, and
opportunities. Will the sisters, Mr. Finch, and two fine felines find the answers before one of the family falls
victim to the killer?
A cozy mystery with recipes !
The story has mild paranormal elements.
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From Reader Review Sweet Lies and Deception for online ebook

Jeannie and Louis Rigod says

I truly enjoy visiting with the Roseland Sisters, Mr. Finch, and Chief Martin of Sweet Cove. The friendships
are gentle and filled with sincerity. The murder mysteries are always something unexpected, and the Author
does not make it a snap to figure out.

This time the murders of a wealthy couple stirs the town up. The couple had worked a lifetime for their
accumulated wealth and were known for their charity work. Does that mean no one had a reason to kill
them...not this go round, there were dozens of persons disliking the couple. From the maid to restaurant
workers...the couple were not kind, however, what was the motive?

A very good book and enjoyable ending. I do like this series and Author.

Barbara Hand says

J A Whiting

Loved the #12 book of A Sweet Cove Mystery. J A Whiting is a great writer with lots of imagination As
usual, I love all the characters in this series as well as the furry friends. It was hard to put this book dowm

Cynthia Sacks says

Perfect combo of mystery and cozy

Yet another fine addition to the Sweet Cove series. The books can be read individually, but reading as a
series in order really helps you learn about and appreciate the family and characters. Mild paranormal
paranormal elements, but mostly a cozy loving family if 4 sisters, 2 cats, sweet friends, beautiful setting, and
an engrossing mystery. Even a few recipies. Enjoy!

Janet Wilson says

“ and so it begins” Jenna said!

The continuing story of the Roseland sisters and all those they love goes on in this book. As he said in the
book “ you just never know when something unexpected will happen, do you?” Learn more about the family,
Mr. Finch in their friends who is this textbook, happy reading.



Dorothy Bruce says

Great book. Worthy of being read

While staying with a big online storyline about woman who help solve murders, this book was very good and
the second i have read in the Sweet Cove series (way out of order - but the facts of the particular murder
stand-alone though history of main characters may miss something). Each book has enough great description
a of characters that gives both main (through the series) characters and in-story characters enough description
to allow the reader good understanding of who is who and what their lives/priorities are about.

Meryl Markowitz says

Great story

This series is a real gem and this book makes the storyline better and better. It's a mystery with just a hint of
paranormal and a sweet romance. I look forward to the next one.

Krystyna says

Find the motive, find the killer.

Another great little read in the series. Okay you might guess the culprit but I bet you'll have the wrong one as
the whole thing has a great twist at the end. A wonderful tightly woven plot that will fulfil every cozy
mystery reader. The characters keep getting better and better with every book but just wish the cats were
given more involvement. A burnt out car, two dead bodies and a fortune are all mixed into a really enjoyable
read.

Susan Clark says

Wow!

This series has become one of my favorites, and this one does not disappoint except in one small detail:
author never explains why car is burned after the
murders. Please feel free to message me the reason, Ms. Whiting, or anyone else who caught the reason that i
overlooked. I cannot WAIT for next in series, and i hope they never end.

Jacqueline Krickler says

Loved the series



Very easy reading for bedtime, hope more books will be comint. I relate to the cars, I have two that look like
Euclid and Circe, same attitudes. Love the addition of cars in storyline.

J Alm says

Another Roseland sisters cozy mystery

It all started with a burnt out car which leads to a double murder.

It is best if you read them from the beginning as there are foundations and character development within
those stories.

The Bartson's were a successful business team, over the years they had built up a fortune. They were
however ruthless even to their families.

There is a daughter and her children, Megan and Steve.

All are suspects along with the housekeeper Grace.

Chief Martin asks the Roselands for their help and so they embark on another murder mystery.

This one however is made difficult by the suspects. They lie and don't divulge much. As the investigation
happens they start to unravel the mess.

Angie and Josh are starting to sort out their on going relationship. The case gets more complex and several
are injured before the conclusion is found.

The story was a little slow. It is great catching up with the Roseland family and their friends. The murderer
was a little obvious spoiling the story a little.

Kathy Fair says

Definitely a 5-star Plus read

This is a well written installment of the Sweet Cove Mysteries. The Roseland sisters run an inn and with
their very good friend, Mr. Finish, cooperate with the sheriff in helping to solve numerous murders. I love
this series and hope there will be another destroy commuting soon.

Valorie Hunter says

Denying financial help can be deadly!!!!!!

10 stars for this book.
I have patiently waited for this book, and it didn't let me down.



Angie and the gang really helped the sheriff this time, when there were so many suspects
People who you work with and those that work for you, people that do jobs around your businesses and
personal homes, think how you treat them.
Family members can be demanding for hand outs, but knows the rules of work for what you want will be
more appreciated and mean more when it is worked for.
Some people don't take NO for an answer.
You will love this book, try it out.

gary c lehn says

Great story..

I enjoyed this story. The characters in the story of adventure and suspense are a lot of fun to read about as
they try to solve the mystery of of murder. The romance does add favor to it all. Enjoy....

Rita Day says

Sweet Lies and Deception

The Roseland sisters and Mr Finch are back with a handful of murder and suspense. A prominent couple are
murdered in their home. Chief Martin enlists the help of the Roselands and Mr Finch to help with the
investigation. Well written a page turner and don't stop till the end.

Carie says

Another Great Mystery

J A Whiting is consistent with well drawn characters, locations, & story lines. This is another example of her
style - everything right up front and yet there is enough interweaving of other info that at the end the reader
can say, "But of course. That makes sense."
It is "light" reading - not to say intense. But also not just "fluff" - the definite characterization, storyline, etc
make the "Sweet Cove Bake Shop" a rewarding series to seek out. (And, quite possibly, pay money for!)
I am looking forward to reading many more books by this author!


